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The contents in this workbook are designed for educational
purposes for trainee participants and to complement the Silent
Counselling training.
This Training Manual is not for publication or sale.
Silent Counselling is a non-invasive meridian therapy and the
approaches and techniques described are not meant to supplement
or be a substitute for professional medical care or treatment.
You should NOT treat a serious medical ailment without prior
consultation from a qualified healthcare professional.
Silent Counselling was founded by Marjorie & John Cooper,
Perth, Scotland.

Level 2

Level 2
Practitioner Level
Level 2 Emotional Release
Course objectives:
To revise meridians/emotion location points, psychological reversal (PR) and
collarbone breathing.
To discover the power of muscle testing. Inspiring and educating students to work
confidently with this universal diagnostic procedure for life.
To learn Toxin Release and how toxins impact the body.
To test for food intolerances. What is the right food for self, friends, family and
private clients?
To enhance your existing home life, work and/or therapy through the power of
muscle testing diagnosis.
To integrate muscle testing into the framework of Silent Counselling (SC).
To provide the client with both an insight and a diffusion of the negative
emotional pattern which prevents them from moving on in their life.
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Revision
Emotion Location Points
It is advised to invest time to learn the details of this sheet completely so that your sessions can
move on swiftly with the minimum of left brain analysis and blocking from the client.
Touch the appropriate meridian points with index and middle fingers.
Ask the client to breath in while focussing on the negative emotions and on the out breath to
focus on releasing that negative emotion.
Client “I release this......"
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Revision
Psychological Reversal Corrections

1. General (affecting all aspects of perception) – rub the sore spot
located on upper left chest area.
2. Refusal to change (consciously or subconsciously) the negative
burden carrying perception of self and self-limitations in relation to
an internal issue - tap under the nose.

3. Refusal to change (consciously or subconsciously) the negative
burden carrying perception of an external issue - tap side of left hand
using the right hand.
4. Use Collarbone breathing for chronic PR.
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Revision The Mind & Body Link
and Muscle Testing

Evidence of the mind / body link is demonstrated admirably through muscle
testing.
It provides a “yes” or “no” response to a thought question.
A simple method of demonstrating muscle testing is by asking a client to say
“My name is......” (correct name) followed by “My name is......” (incorrect
name), using 1 of the 3 different methods:
1. The finger rub (if your client is in polarity/flow, when they rub their fingers
together and say their true name it should be smooth. When they say a false
name it should be rough/sticky. Smooth is "yes" and rough/sticky is "no").
2. The sway (holding the question clearly in the mind, allowing body to move
freely to sway or lean in a particular direction, forwards is "yes" and
backwards is "no").
3. The arm muscle (the muscle will lock when the answer is in the affirmative
and will be noticeably weaker if giving a negative response).
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Food Intolerance Testing

Food intolerance testing is a very good exercise to
practice muscle testing with as most of us are keen to
know what we can safely eat

Application - ASK - "Is eating/drinking X for my higher
and greater good OR is my body tolerant to X" ?
Note - do the two PR corrections between each food
tested (under the nose (internal change) and side of
hand (external change).
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Additives

Fish

Salt - in cooking, added at
mealtimes

Shell - prawns, mussels, crab
Sea - haddock, salmon, cod,
herring, halibut, sole, trout,
mackerel

Sugars - sugar (white, brown,
cane, beet) sweets (candy,
chocolate), crisps
Flavourings - MonoSG

Nuts/Seeds

Tinned - sardines, pilchards,
tuna

Grains

Nuts - chestnuts, walnuts,
pinenuts, peanuts, hazelnuts,
coconuts, cashews, almonds

Vegetables

Wheat - bread (white &
brown)

Seeds - sunflower, pumpkin,
sesame

Corn - corn flour, corn on the
cob
Rice - white, brown, black, red
Rye

Beans

Barley

Chickpeas, handout, kidney,
split peas, cannelloni, bertolli

Millet

Above Ground - leeks, lettuce,
peas, spinach, sprouts,
marrow, peppers, mushroom,
tomatoes
Root - beetroot, carrots,
parsnips, turnips, garlic, onion,
potatoes

Alternative - quinoa

Meat

Food Intolerance Testing

Oils
Olive, grapeseed,
walnut, veg, sunflower

White - chicken, turkey
Red - beef, lamb, pork, liver,
venison
Alternatives - quorn, soya

Carbohydrates

Dairy
Cows milk, butter, cheese
inc soft cheese, cream,
eggs, yoghurt
Alternatives - goats milk,
soya milk, rice milk, soya
margarine

Beverages

Pasta

Tea - ordinary,
green, Earl Grey,
herbal teas

Spaghetti
Starch

Coffee - decaf,
ground, instant

Alcohol

Bedtime Drinks Horlicks, Ovaltine,
hot chocolate

Beer - shandy

Juices - fruit juices

Cider

Fruit
Apples, oranges, pears,
grapefruit, grapes,
strawberries, raspberries

Wine - white, red, rosy
Spirits - whisky, vodka,
brandy, gin, rum (white &
dark)
Liqueurs

Liquids
Soft - Sprite,
Coca Cola, Pepsi Cola
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Relevant Quotes

"Muscle response reflects the capacity of the human
organism to differentiate not only positive from
negative stimuli, but also anabolic, meaning life
enhancing, from catabolic, meaning life-consuming,
and most dramatically, true from false".

Dr David Hawkins

"Anything that exists does so as energy and is picked up by the
living organism. The body responds to energies. The degree of
resonance of the body with the inciting outside energy
determines whether the body stays strong (resonates with) or
goes weak (does not resonate with) from the energy".

Carol E Davis MD

This is particularly noticeable in the food intolerance testing and when
we are exposed to a substance which our energetic system is toxic to.
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The Mind of the Therapist

Mind of the
Therapist
1. A sense of enquiry and an interest to discover, open to all possibilities.
2. Clear the mind of all expectation, a totally open-minded approach no preconceived expectation of a result.
3. Clear the mind of all self-doubt, instil total self-confidence in your
ability to muscle test.
4. Believe that the results you get are totally correct for the specific
question you ask the muscle and try not to re-test.
5. Clear the Mindset and re-test for next point.
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Toxins
It is important to provide a toxin free window for the SC session to be most successful
and permanent.
Allergies are immune systems' responses and are therefore not to be confused with
food intolerances (i.e. you can die from an allergy but not an intolerance).
It is dangerous to work with allergies with SC.
Toxins cause PR and can cause mental, emotional and physical problems to become
chronic or recurring.
Any treatment can be undone by toxins.
An overload of toxins can cause a barrel effect – have a bad day, row with boss etc., go
home and have chocolate/wine etc.
Intolerances are built up.
Allergy means that you can go into anaphylactic shock – don’t touch it at all!
Energy toxins are poisons to the energetic system with the power to remove the benefit
of an otherwise successful SC treatment.
Energy toxin types:
Ingested e.g. drugs, alcohol, unhealthy fatty/sugary foods
Inhaled e.g. cigarette smoke, exhaust fumes, dry cleaning fluid, perfume
Emotional e.g. relationship or work problems, problems with self, panic attacks (can
be triggered by toxins)
Mental e.g. stress at work, insomnia, mental exhaustion
Physical e.g. pain, muscle strain, physical exhaustion
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Toxins

Energy toxins fluctuate - they are not permanent.
Barrel affect? Is there a toxin overload?
Remember everything contains toxins!
Toxins can be a client's favourite food or drink (they have become
addicted to the ingested energy toxin). Treat the person's addictive urge
for that substance.
We must take responsibility for what we put into our bodies to keep
toxins down so keeping the barrel as empty as possible.
Minimise and control the toxins that CAN be controlled by:
Eating organic food
Using chemical free food e.g. vegetable washes
Avoiding genetically modified food
Avoiding smoky atmospheres and vehicle pollution
Drinking filtered water in glass if possible
Learning to detach from emotional situations
Developing coping strategies for the avoidance of stress or stressful
situations
Listening to your body's messages
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Toxin Release
The Head Squeeze
Nobody really knows how long the client remains toxin free after the head squeeze
but it is sufficient time to finish a complete session.
Muscle Test:
1. “Do I need to release toxins?"
2. “Do I need to release internal toxins?"
3. "Do I need to release external toxins?"
Treatment:
1. Ask the client to place right hand on forehead and left hand on occipital bone
(nape of neck at the curve).
2. If internal toxins are to be released, ask the client to gently squeeze the head while
breathing in then release hands on the out breath.
3. If external toxins are to be released, ask the client to breath in and on the out
breath gently squeeze head.
4. Repeat the treatment twice or three times if required.
Be mindful that Toxin release is a powerful technique and the client can sometimes
feel dizzy afterwards. Give them time to process this and ensure they drink plenty
water.
Muscle Test:
1. Retest that there are no toxins present.
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The Toxin Release Circle

Clear toxin by the
inhale squeeze or
exhale squeeze

Check if
inhale squeeze
or
exhale
squeeze

START
Check for PR &
correct if necessary

Muscle test
to check if
toxin is present
Muscle test
to identify
the toxin if
necessary
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Toxin Release Practice

In pairs or groups of 3 go into breakout rooms (one
practitioner, one client and one observer).
The practitioner to check the client is in polarity by muscle
testing.
If client out of polarity, demonstrate the 3 polarity points to
the client. The observer is observing the process.
The practitioner then practices the toxin release circle with
the client following the process on p14.
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Triggers & the Root Cause

The aim of SC is to identify the root cause of the issue or trauma and to defuse
the associated trigger.
There can be many triggers which activate this such as:
comments
situations (real or imaginary/invented e.g. on television)
memories (e.g. photographs)
thoughts or dreams
sensory or sounds
smells or sight
Ask the client to trigger the negative emotion or feeling (without the need to
talk).
Now ask the client's muscle which points are to be worked with to identify the
root cause.
Practical exercise in small breakout rooms:
1. Check for PR – if yes, check for toxins and clear on inhale or exhale
2. Check for PR again - if still in PR, clear with appropriate correction i.e.,
under nose (internal change), side of hand (external change).
3. The client then focuses on the primary issue and the therapist asks the
client's muscle to locate the root cause and release negative emotions with
touch and breath using the points on the Meridian Chart.
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Root Cause Manifestations
Physical root cause manifestations:
Manifestation of pain
Over/under weight
Eating disorders
Insomnia
Dis-ease
Organ malfunction
Addictions
Mental root cause manifestations:
Belief systems
Thought patterns
Negative programming of the mind
Emotional root cause manifestations:
Fear of future
Guilt or self-blame issues
Self with self (how they feel about themselves and their actions)
Not accepting they have a negative side
Spiritual root cause manifestations:
Disconnection with source
Vibrational change
Change in consciousness
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Time Framing

Time framing is the most important factor in establishing the root cause.
Using muscle testing, it is helpful to identify the appropriate time frame in
order to release the negative emotions associated with the trauma.
Time frame categories:
Past lives (or cell memory if more appropriate)
Womb
Birth
Past
Present
Future
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Blocking
On occasion, you may notice that your client doesn't appear to be
responding to the process. This can indicate that there is "blocking"
occurring. You can muscle test with the client using some of these
questions as a guide to enquire what may be causing the blocking.

Are we in the correct time frame?
Has another issue come up?

Future fears – time frame to future
Self-belief (self with self), not good enough
Negative conditioning
Negative internal dialogue
Not accepting a negative aspect of self
Not accepting past issues
Resistance to change
Fear of issue itself, change, consequences, future, issue returning
Fear of taking action, what others may think, being different,
letting go
An emotional habit which is preventing the release of the negative
issue
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Multi-Level Correction

Multi-level Correction can be used when a client is displaying indicators that they
are struggling to release some deep rooted beliefs which result subconsciously in
self-sabotaging behaviours i.e., addictions, fears/phobias.
Using MLC can help you and the client identify on many levels how deep rooted the
beliefs/behaviours are and also how to release them at each level.
The Silent Counselling procedure will not be effective until these levels are fully
corrected.
Identify with your client which of the beliefs are true for them by asking:
____ I will get over this problem
____ I will continue to have this problem
If they muscle test "yes" for for the latter question this indicates that the problem is
deep rooted and MLC is required.
You then ask to think about the problem and tap under the nose (Internal change) - "I
will get over this" a number of times. Then tap the side of the hand with the same
statement bringing them back into polarity when they think about the problem.
To release at each level ask:
____ I want to be completely over this problem/issue
____ I want to keep some of this problem
Follow the PR Process (tapping under the nose and side of the hand)
Ask at the next level:
____ I will be completely over this problem for ever
____ I will keep some of this for ever
Again PR Correction
If the client is still holding on to the problem then use Collarbone breathing.
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Putting Positive Feelings Back

1. Use visualisation taking client to the beach, rose garden or
forest.
2. Ask client to let go of the last of the negative emotion and give
them a positive emotion or thought to replace the negative. An
example would be to encourage the client to feel strong and
courageous in place of the lack of strength and courage.
3. Chakra balance.
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Collarbone Breathing

Eight touching positions while touching the back of hand:
1. Right hand two fingertips on the right collarbone
2. Same two fingertips on the left collarbone
3. Right hand knuckles on the right collarbone
4. Same knuckles on the left collarbone
5. Left hand two fingertips on the left collarbone
6. Same two fingertips on the right collarbone
7. Left hand knuckles on the left collarbone
8. Same knuckles on the right collarbone
Six breathing positions:
1. Breathe normally
2. Breathe all the way in - hold
3. Breathe halfway out - hold
4. Breathe all the way out - hold
5. Breathe half way in - hold
6. Breathe normally
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Chakra Charts
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Chakra Balancing Treatment

A chakra treatment can be used at the beginning of a session if the client is very
out of balance or at the end to re-balance the client especially if it has been a
particularly emotional session.
1. At the beginning and between each chakra, use the PR corrections under nose
(internal change) while saying "...my x chakra is in balance" and side of hand
(external change) while affirming "...my x chakra is in balance"
2. If working face to face with a client, the client places a hand over each chakra
point and the therapist uses muscle testing to check if the chakra is in balance
e.g. by asking "...is the x chakra in balance?" If using the arm muscle method to
muscle test and the muscle remains strong, the chakra is balanced. If the
opposite though, then use the PR corrections and retest.
3. If working virtually with a client, the client does not need to place a hand over
each chakra point. The client uses muscle testing to check if own chakra is in
balance e.g. by asking "...is my x chakra in balance"? If using the finger rub
method to muscle test, when smooth, the chakra is balanced. If using the sway
method to muscle test, when forwards, the chakra is balanced. If the opposites
though, then use the PR corrections and retest.
Chakra points:
Hand above the head ("is the/my crown chakra in balance"?)
Hand on the forehead ("is the/my third eye chakra in balance"?
Hand over throat ("is the/my throat chakra in balance"?)
Hand over heart ("is the/my heart chakra in balance"?)
Hand on stomach ("is the/my solar plexus chakra in balance"?)
Hand on sacral ("is the/my sacral chakra in balance"?)
Hand on perineum ("is the/my root chakra in balance"?)
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The Clearing Sequence

Clearing sequence (CS)
Ten actions while touching the back of the hand:
1. Close eyes
2. Open eyes
3. Eyes down to bottom right
4. Eyes down to bottom left
5. Circle eyes clockwise
6. Circle eyes anti-clockwise
7. Hum a few notes of a tune out loud
8. Count one to five out loud
9. Hum a few notes of a tune out loud
10. Deep breath in......release
Causes of blocking (one or more of the following):
1. Psychological reversal (PR) is present
2. Toxins present
3. Client focusing on the different issue/emotion
The eye roll (an alternative to the clearing sequence):
1. Eyes start looking down to the floor
2. Count to 10 gradually moving eyes from the floor to ceiling
3. Deep breath in......release
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Next Steps

1. Meet 6 clients on 2 occasions each as case studies using the SC script.
2. Send the case studies into your trainer.
3. Await feedback and results.'
4. If a successful pass, receive your SC practitioner's certificate.
5. Start sharing and using this simple and soothing method, such a powerful
and life-changing modality - beautiful healing without words!
Inform your insurance that you are now trained in Silent Counselling non-evasive meridian therapy.
We use Holistic Insurance Services @ www.holisticinsurance.co.uk
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